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A bedroom color scheme is usually more personal than any other;
its dominating color might well be the favorite color of the occu-
pant. In deciding upon this color the exposure and the amount
of light in the room should not be overlooked. For example, a
brunette who is fond of soft chartreuse might use it in a north
bedroom on walls and ceiling, in combination with white wood*
work, full white net curtains, and a cherry-red bedspread.
A master bedroom used by both husband and wife should con-
tain colors expressive of both. A man's room or a boy's room
should be masculine, with rich characterful colors, possibly com-
bined with natural wood. A woman's room or a girl's room should
be bright and feminine and harmonious with her own coloring.
A pretty, colorful room helps to develop a girl's personality. A
guest room should be decorated in rather impersonal colors since
it needs to please occupants of either sex or any age. Children's
rooms are often finished with playful colorful decorations placed
at the children's eye level. When bedrooms are treated as sitting
rooms the colors should be darker and less personal than are
customary for bedrooms in general.
Closet color schemes should be cheery. The colors may be the
same as the color of the bedroom ceiling or walls or in pleasing
contrast to them. Natural wood walls are not only attractive but
also very convenient for attaching hooks and shelves.
Bathroom walls and fixtures should usually be white, for hy-
gienic as well as esthetic reasons. In general, colored fixtures have
proved to be tiresome. However, one bright clear positive color
is needed in a bathroom; it should be used on the floor or on the
upper walls and ceiling and in towels, mats, curtains, and shower
curtains. Bathrooms are often decorated in colors that suggest
water, like green, blue, violet, or gray. One common mistake
found in bathrooms is the use of wall tiles that almost but not quite
match the floor tiles.
Game-room color schemes should be bold and vigorous. The
whole effect should be amusing, with colorful backgrounds supply-
ing interest, since furniture is scarce. The walls might be painted
an a warm, bright, solid color such as coral or lemon yellow, or
two walls might be painted in stripes, checks, or plaids. Mural
paintings and decorations suggesting a circus, a ship, or a gardei?
might be effective*

